Reference: OTP-CR-50/16
M.P. Dillon
Head of the Information & Evidence Unit
The Office of the Prosecutor
International Criminal Court
The Hague, Netherlands
12 May 2016
Dear Sir/Madam
Prosecution of Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin and his agents Lugavoi and Kovtun
With respect to your letter of 29 March, to which I replied on 11 April 2016, I still await an appropriate response
from you, for the basic issue still remains –
1. the Alexander Litvinenko murder (the official documentation of which I supplied directly to your office) was
carried out on the territory of a state signatory to the Rome Statute; and,
2. the evidence presented at the judicial enquiry by the London Metropolitan Police was that the scientific
evidence implicating the two Russian murder suspects (Andrei Lugovoi and Dmitry Kovtun) was
“incontrovertible”; and, in addition,
3. the British court’s requested extradition of Lugavoi was then directly blocked personally by Russian President
Vladimir Putin and who also awarded the primary suspect Lugavoi a medal.
Inasmuch as the scientific evidence implicating these two Russian FSB officers as murder suspects (Andrei Lugovoi
and Dmitri Kovtun) was declared “incontrovertible” in July 2015, in the UK judicial enquiry into the assassination of
Alexander Litvinenko, and their crime was committed on the territory of a state that is a signatory to the Rome
Statute which founded the International Criminal Court (ICC), and by two nationals of a signatory state, the ICC has a
direct obligation as court-of-last-resort to pursue the prosecution of these named FSB officers, and of their protector
President Vladimir Putin whose instructions they appear to have carried out.
The personal details of Putin’s agents responsible:



Andrei Konstantinovich Lugovoi: passport 0608109; of Soloviniya Proezcl, 16-1-247, Moscow, Russia, 117593;
Dmitri Vadimovich Kovtun: passport 9632078; of Apartment no. 150, Golubinskay Street, Moscow, Russia, 117463.

With respect,

Rev. Lloyd Emslie Thomas
emslie-thomas@hotmail.co.uk
UK passport holder: 531185300

